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Epistles 
-

ly fascinating collection of verse letters. It is one of the main attractions of 

Stud-
ies in Horace’s First Book of The 
Poetry of Friendship: Horace, Epistles I, Edmonton, 1986), Ralph John-

Horace and the Dialectic of Freedom, Ithaca 1993), and David Porter 
Playing the Game: Horace Epistles 1’ in Classical World 96.2002.21-60) 

Shared themes and echoed language seem to link the poems one to another, 

What is more, we look for a degree of consistency in what might once have 

with a view to helping his readers get a grip on their own lives, thanks to 
what he chooses to tell us of his own situation, somewhere over half way 

McCarter sets out her stall clearly in the introductory chapter. Her Horace 

-

-

-
chical society like Rome’s. Her aim is to discover how the poet negotiated 

-

to the collection, a movement from a sort of intransigent freedom to moder-
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She reckons that the poet is responding to the political changes in Roman life 
in the early years of Augustus’ rule. 

Since these two matters, plot and political response, are the only ones on 
-

As regards plot, which McCarter is not alone in advocating, it proves 

with independence or libertas, nor are philosophy, location or poetry an 

doing no more than what any well-placed friend would do to give someone a 

ones of Rome, an issue that resurfaces in the thirteenth poem, addressed to 

the discourse of independence and the supposed plot of the collection. What 
-

iness and self-importance. So the issue in the ninth and the thirteenth letters 

ideas of slavery.’ Only runaway slaves were chained once dispatched to an 
ergastulum
line clearly allude to managing a horse, the chain suggests to me at any rate 
the guard-dog at the front door, not a human slave. The notion of slavery 

makes issues of independence and servitude central to his poem’. Not in my 
view. To sum up: it is plain that in putting the collection together Horace 

McCarter is also not alone in reckoning that Augustan poets had views on 
and responded to contemporary political life. Born into what we call the late 

Ernst Badian pointed out in his Oxford Classical Dictionary article on eq-
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uites

-

equites of the late 

of equites
-

-

libertas of an eques 

Bac-
chae -

-

that is to say they have entered adulthood knowing only a post-Actium 
libertas of 

dealing with the new social hierarchy, something their fathers had to make 

Now that I’ve set out my reservations regarding the search for an underlying 
plot to the collection and for a response to the evolving political situation, I 
turn to the individual chapters, with which, as I’ve already indicated, I am 

personal independence. Personal independence is most at risk in the relation 

Maecenas. 
other introductory poems in which he appears he is simply the addressee. 

Horace, namely more lyrics. This prepares us for the issue of the valid personal 
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claims upon the individual and how he is to negotiate them. The guiding 

Augustan Poetry and the Irrational, 

aequanimitas 

ad mare cum ueni
can put up with anything at home. This is not to say that the important 

The third chapter opens out one of his central roles, as instructor in ethical 

The more philosophically grounded readings of Armstrong and Moles are 
repudiated, rightly in my view.

fourth chapter. The keynote is moderation, since the addressees all seem to 

nil admirari, serve as a motto or keynote of the 

otium 
The seventh is of course a poem of capital importance in the collection, and 

-
centric. This is just one of those issues upon which opinion is divided.
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cannot after all completely satisfy, especially the claims of friendship. The 

place, another facet of aequanimitas

character, especially inconstancy. McCarter feels that their contest ends in a 

-
cussion of letters 17 and 18, poems which clearly form a sort of diptych. I 

-
teenth, I feel that she errs in company with Johnson and Oliensis in failing to 

-
ary production. Independence as a writer of poetry in Rome was peculiar, 

techne to guide practi-
tioners on to the path of literary success.

-

now to the judgment of a reader.

company with McCarter’s opinion. When she disagrees with a scholar she 
-

tensive reading is up to date and comprehensive. And yet there remains one 

and to it I turn in conclusion.

also have supports, guides, and resources, such as grammars, dictionaries, and 
-
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BMCR review of 2017.01.52, n. 2.) Here is my list of misprints 
purgatum corpora for 

corpore frigid for frigida
platinum for platanum partier 

for pariter receipt for recepit matron 
for matrona Docilis for Dolichus, and this even enters the 

content for contento), 315 n. 

Secondly, there is the more serious issue of defective translation. McCarter 

however advanced we are. If we disagree with a standard translation, it 
is sound practice to make a case for our own interpretation. McCarter’s 

interpretation of the poem.

of Horace’s Epistles

offendar
voces 

dolor mens 
candide

ecferri
for artes conveniet

patientia
celeberrima negotio

aequus iniqui 
tamen

obsequium plus aequo misconstrues: 
plus aequo pronus, not the noun obsequium
n. 23 Cicero mistranslated.

p. 53, and again on p. 209 occurri
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translation, adopted also in the OLD s.v. occurro 7, and cf. Serm
sic dulcis amicis | occurram and 1.9.61. Horace’s meeting with Maecenas is 
casual, accidental, not designed and not necessarily hurried. Before McCarter 
imposed her translation she might have checked to see if there was a sort of 

was on her to undermine it in favour of her own translation. A second case 
minister

OLD s.v. 3), not a servant. But McCarter 

, 
]’. 

 suggested the Stoic .
Epistles a refreshing survey 

of its range and variety.
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